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School for gifted is the education institution which refers to the system of gifted education. The gifted education itself is special education system for gifted student which collaborate from school and madrasah (state or unstate) student by giving a very tight selection process.

At the world of education in Indonesia, gifted education implementate into acceleration class procurement in every regular schools. It’s all has an impact on the students that allows discrepancy in their learning environment. The presence of student classifying into regular and superior student emerging the unphysicall border in their activity. This phenomena actually giving negative effect for the student.

School for gifted known as a brand new concept. Started at 2008 as an early thought, and realized at 2009 when the first ‘school for gifted' construct at Cugenang, Cianjur West Java. Although it hasn’t reached an operational level, the development became one meaningful step forward for the gifted education.

School for gifted become a really big challenge for government to develop the world of education in Indonesia. This also challenge me as a designer to brought it into my final project, remembering of the importance of giving a total focus on the world of education as a modal to become a develop civilization.